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Freelance tech writer, artist and community builderGIF Source of Reaction Gifsmessage with JasonHe also told me that he left all other social media platforms, so Telegram was his remaining way of communicating with people and he said he used GIFs A LOT. I can't remember exactly when my own GIF addiction started, but it's been
strong for a while now. There are a number of reasons why I believe that GIFs are such a big part of my life and why I think it is important. Do you speak GIF? Giphy Search: Tim and EricGiphy Search: Spirit BlownAzealia BanksNicholas CageOprahA strange thing that happens: Since I left Facebook, and many of my previous artist
platforms are disrupted by newer ones, I feel really fragmented as an artist, with my stuff scattered all over the web. Some platforms on which I used to post are now struggling, and with it, my stuff I'm just kind of hanging in the middle of the web, running away for lack of human attention..... even on Facebook I have tons of my art and
random pictures in there that I'm somehow still attached, but leaving Facebook has done wonders for my mind. For this reason, I feel more connected to GIFs: I use GIFs to express my emotions, and more people interact with them (and me) than any of my art. I work online every day. Interacting with people on the Internet is my main
presence. I started sharing my Giphy channel as my artist portfolio because Giphy isn't going anywhere. People want to share something short that expresses their emotions, and it seems universal to cross countries and cultures. It's so much easier to convey an emotional reaction with a GIF than to type out a long text tirade. In a way, I
feel like GIFs have become my primary communication tool, and I'm still working towards my ultimate GIF creation (I haven't created a GIF that I think is truly extraordinary). Every time I see something, I quietly ask myself: I wonder what that would look like in a GIF? Here's my GIF channel (in GIF form, of course):GIFs have the power to
create personalized memesI think GIFs are the collective consciousness of modern people. Sharing is what we do. Recombining them is also a matter of course for us. Many people (including me) also feel a strong reaction to this Blink 182 WTF GIF. I have a strange obsession with mules (and a large collection of mouthbags wigs) and
also I love the 'WTF' and 'dafuq' expressions. I spend a lot of time as a deeply critical person who is in the present state of is dissatisfied to say wtf. I think I've seen this GIF loop literally hundreds of times (we'll come across this attention issue later). GIF Source of Reaction GifsSo, as you can see, it is then ported to the matrix theme,
which is really hysterical, it makes me laugh every time. It's like our generation, we're all entering the land of AI, AI, None of us are really ready for it:From Reddit Reaction GIFsAnd then to a Homer Simpson Cartoon:And I was inspired to create my own Tom DeLonge WTF GIF for the PixEOS project I work for after seeing the Matrix. This
one took me a long time, when I cut out every frame of the WTF Tom DeLonge GIF by hand and then reassembled it in Giphy: From Stellabelle's Giphy Channel This GIF has meaning for me. I feel like the pixEOS project is made up of really colorful, positive people, and the crypto people who are used to it, a kind of hard, and fraudulent
environment are shocked when they first come into the pixEOS Telegram channel. We kill people with kindness, and the GIF above expresses this state. At least that's how I feel. That WTF Tom DeLonge GIF has taken on a life of its own and traveled through the collective psyche of people like me. It's as if these little clips of emotions are
being sent to our subconscious, where they weave new stories that have meaning, and emotional effects that go far beyond the original creation. I've never seen this Blink 182 video. I didn't even know this GIF was coming from it. In my head it came from someone else's dream, then I stepped into mine after it was recombined with my
own story of experience, where it recombined and telling a different story. Short Attention SpansLike many people on the Internet, I have a strange mix of a short attention span and obsessive ndetail, hyper-focus themes, perhaps a mixture of hyper-focus and ADD..... I'm easily tied to something new, whether it's a new idea, or GIF, or
whatever, and then I tend to obsess about it for a while. As soon as I've exhausted it, I go to something else. I have the desire to always learn something new. My GIF obsessions fit perfectly into this state and feed it. I prefer to make art that moves, like videos, but things I can do quickly. I'd rather spend a day making 10 GIFs than 10 days
to create a high-quality video. This explains why I focus so much on GIFs. When I finally make a GIF that I'm proud of, I'll write about it. Until then, check out my Giphy channel to see what I'm up to: project I'm now involved in, pixEOS, currently has a GIF contest and runs until January 19, 2019. If your GIF wins, you can win prizes.
Hosting a GIF contest for pixEOS is like a dream come true. Cheers,StellabelleBecome a Hackolyte Level up Your reading game by joining Hacker Noon now! Photo: Percy (Shutterstock)At over 30, GIFs are the digital equivalent of a middle-aged millennial: late bloomers who are now overworked and misunderstood. Today they are
standard internet currency in text messages and social media threads, and since they are no longer the fancy new thing, we have become a bit lazy with them. I talk to you, sender of grainy, chopped off, overused overused automatically proposed through their app integrations. I'll be clear: if you're looking for a word and using a top 10
reaction GIF, you're not funny. I'll be even more direct: you don't entertain anyone with your Jennifer Lawrence Spit-take reaction. And now I'm just going to think: Throw your phone into the fucking river before you cry another Dawson Leery, Jonah Hill scream, or Chrissy Teigen crawl GIF. Here is a brief overview of what makes a good
GIF. The perfect GIF is a seamless loop. If you can hardly tell where the loop starts, you have found a nice GIF (or better still made). Instead, a great GIF is one that has an obvious loop but tells a story in its limited frame space. It can also work with a high-five like this. The worst GIFs are too short a loop, making them seem jerky and
unpleasant, like this. A bad GIF can almost give you motion sickness if it's too long on your screen. Animated GIFs are something of an internet art form shared by everyone. Nevertheless, they are... Read moreOverstretched GIFs are the visual analog to meaningless filler words or respond to a friend's messages with interesting.
(Interesting is the most empty, annoying answer to anything you've ever been told, but that's a story for another day.) You're better than that – or at least I hope you want to be – so here's an easy way to create your own war chest of reaction GIFs that are personal to you and your sense of humor and that haven't been seen by all seven
billion people on Earth. G/O Media can get a commissionYou already know how to make a GIF, so I'm not going to focus on that; Instead, we need to talk about what to do if you already have these GIFs so you can use them easily. And that starts and ends with the organization: standardize your GIF file names to include source, character
name, physical descriptor, and emotional tone. If you find or create a great new GIF, take the extra moment to name it in a standardized way each time (and, of course, save it to a suitable folder on your device). We've all had the frustration of looking for a GIF and finding it hard to find - internet culture is synonymous with a word on your
tongue that you just can't remember. If you organize your file name from at least three different angles, you can always find it. This is what it looks like to me; This method works for my brain, but you Adapt it, but works best for you: Neon Genesis Evangelion - Gendo Ikari - Fire Glasses - Brooding Scheming.gifIf you can't remember the TV
show, you can remember the character; If you can't remember the character, you can remember how you personally described the emotional tone, and so on. By saving your GIFs (or any image files, really) with a personalized, standardized naming convention, I guarantee you what you can find when you need it. The file name will be
long, but the effort is oh so worth it. So organize your GIFs as you save them so that if you need them, they will be there for you. You don't have to create your own GIFs every time – although you can and to those who do, I greet you – but please, no more Emma Stone. Output Display 2 for Definer Space with Ein Page Last Review or
Updated: 27-Oct-2020 Input Display for Definer C with EIN Page Last Reviewed or Updated: 27-Oct-2020 EPLAN Transaction Code 017 Page Last Reviewed or Updated: 27-Oct-2020 kasinv/Getty Images For years, Tumblr users have posted and slammed thousands of animated GIF images. And now, thanks to the official tumblr mobile
app, you can learn how to make GIFs on Tumblr without having to use a separate tool first. Tumblr is one of the most popular microblogging platforms available today and completely dominated by visual content. Its users constantly post and re-log photo sets, videos and of course GIFs. The best posts can go viral in a few hours. GIFs find
the perfect balance between images and video. They're short, dynamic and have no audio, so they're perfect for telling mini stories or showing a short set of scenes that can be easily viewed and shared on the desktop web and mobile devices. Most users take scenes from videos to create GIFs that they can post to their blogs, or they
simply browse the web for existing GIFs of music videos, memes, TV shows or movies that someone else has already made. Giphy is just a good source of popular GIFs that Tumblr users can use if they want to include dynamic visual content in their posts and newly logged subtitles. Interestingly, Tumblr noticed the big trend of users
regularly adding GIFs to their newly logged post labels, and introduced a GIF creation feature to help them do so. You can now easily find GIFs and paste them into Tumblr labels without having to upload them from your computer first. On the desktop web, whenever you reblog a post, you can click a small plus sign button that appears to
the left of the label area that pulls up some formatting options. One of these options is a GIF button that allows you to browse existing GIFs that are already available on Tumblr to preview and then paste them into your caption. Considering how popular the image format is on Tumblr, it makes sense that the blogging platform would launch
its own built-in GIF creator tool. This saves users a lot of time and hassle when third-party tools and then upload them to Tumblr. Now, if you want to post a single photo or photo set to Tumblr via the mobile app, you'll be given the option to turn your videos or photo busts into GIFs before you post them. It's super easy to do and you can
bet that you have more likes and and since Tumblr users have loved this type of content. To start creating your own GIFs using the Tumblr app. Click through the next slide to see some visual screenshots. You must have the latest version of the Tumblr mobile app installed on your iOS or Android device. GIFs can only be created within
the app and not on Tumblr.com in a web browser. Open the Tumblr app on your device and log in to your account if necessary. In the menu at the bottom of the screen, tap the Compose button in the middle (marked by a pencil icon). Next, tap the red photo post button, which is enclosed by all other post-type buttons. A new screen
appears with a camera option at the top (if you want to take a photo directly from the app) and a grid of the existing photos and videos you have on your device. You may need to give Tumblr permission to access your photos and videos the first time you use this type of post through the mobile app. If you scroll down through your photos
and videos, you should notice that some have a GIF label in the upper right corner. All videos will have them, and all photo bursts (a group of multiple photos from your device within a second or so) will include this label. The label means that it can be converted to a GIF. Tap any video or photo burst you want to turn into a GIF. You can
filter out all still photos so that all you see are videos and photo bursts. This makes it easier to see everything that can be converted into a GIF. To do this, simply tap the GIFs tab at the bottom of the screen. Tumblr previews your GIF on a new screen. When you select a video, you'll see a video timeline and you'll get a slider that you can
slide along the video timeline to select a three-second scene as a GIF. Once you have selected Next in the upper right corner of the screen, you can tighten your GIF to be even shorter and adjust the speed to play and grind up to four times faster than the original. A preview appears when you make your changes so that you can see
exactly what it will look like before it is published. In the upper-right corner, tap Next to do optional editing. Tap the sticker button to apply funny stickers, the text button to write text, or the magic wand button repeats to apply different filters. Tap Next if you are using your GIF Are. You'll be brought back to the screen with the grid of photos
and videos, and now you'll see that the video or photo you just turned into a GIF is highlighted with a blue label. This means that it is ready for posting. From here, you can convert more videos or photo bursts into GIFs so you can add multiple GIFs to a photo set, or you can simply post the ones you just made. Either tap another video or
photo burst to turn it into a GIF, or leave the GIF you just selected and tap Next button in the upper right corner to go ahead and preview/publish the single GIF you made. If you decide to include multiple GIFs as a photo set, you can actually drag and drop all GIFs to rearrange them. Write an optional caption, add a few tags, and then click
Post to send live to your blog so all your followers can see it. See.
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